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[Song begins MEGATONS OF FUN]

#2 MEGATONS OF FUN

OCTAVIA
When we hear the air raid sirens,
we’ll rush out into the street;
There’ll be markers on the ground
to show us where to turn!
Take your baseball hat and frisbee,
take your bathing suit and sunscreen,
For the rays will really give your skin a nasty burn.

And we’ll have fun!  Fun!  Fun!  Fun!
Megatons of fun!
At a party that’s the greatest blast of all!
We’ll pop popcorn in the heat flash,
we’ll be wild with expectation,
While we’re waiting for the big balloons to fall!

And we’ll go up!  Up!  Up!  Up!
Up into the stratosphere!
Our atoms will be mixed
with all the atoms of our friends.
And our molecules will mingle
with the molecules of every race and social strata!I
ntegrating society on a molecular level
in a single moment!

Oh, we’ll have fun!  Fun!  Fun!  Fun!
Megatons of fun!
There’ll be picnicking and dancing,
and a lot of dandy games.
We’ll be so exhilarated to be first  annihilated
At a party that’s the greatest blast of all!

OCTAVIA & ZEROS
The sky will be brilliant and oh, so warm!
The breeze will turn into a tropical storm
We find our bodies are lifted into the sun!
Flaming with passion we sing our swan song!
Ahhh! And we’re done!

When we come down, down, down, down!
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Down in little pieces,
We’ll contaminate the vegetables of people who survived,
We’ll go swimming in their bloodstreams,
we will radiate their dreams,
Simply glowing with the pleasure of the good life!

We’ll have fun, fun, fun, fun!
Megatons of fun!
While we’re waiting for the big balloons to fall!
We’ll have popcorn, we’ll have candy,
and a lot of dandy games,
At a party that’s the greatest bl--

(On the side stage)

SHEILA
Oh, I can’t believe it.  You know
when the next bus comes?

MOLLY
No, I’m sorry.  I’m just waiting
for someone.

SHEILA
Oh darn, darn, darn.  (sigh)   Oh
I guess I’d be late for my own
funeral.

(At the Club)
EVERYBODY  --ast of all!
At a party that’s the greatest blast of all!
At a party that’s the greatest blast of all!

OCTAVIA
This is going to be the living
end, club members!  Don’t miss
it!  Now come on!  Let’s go!
(Everyone exits)

[End Of Song Megatons of Fun]


